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Blasco joins Andersen Tax & Legal to strengthen Madrid office tax area
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Andersen Tax & Legal has incorporated
Miguel Blasco (pictured, left) as a partner in
the tax area, led by María Olleros, to
reinforce this department in the Madrid
office. Blasco comes from PwC, where he
was a partner and national head of the
Financial Sector Tax and Legal Services
practice.

Miguel Blasco has more than 30 years of experience mainly developed in PwC, where he has been a
partner for more than 20 years. During this time, he has held relevant positions as national head of
the Tax and Legal Services practice for the Financial Sector or the European tax cluster of Banking &
Capital Markets at PwC Eurofirm. He is also an auditor and a State Tax Sub-Inspector of the Ministry
of Economy and Finance on leave of absence.

Blasco specializes in corporate taxation of credit institutions and investment services entities, as well
as in taxation of the financial instruments they trade, and is recognized by the international board of
Chambers & Partners in the area of Tax, as well as by Best Lawyers in the areas of Tax and Banking
and Finance.

During his professional career he has advised the most important national and international financial
institutions established in Spain, not only on traditional tax planning, but also on taxation of private
banking financial products, complex wholesale banking financial instruments, as well as on
corporate restructuring and due diligence.

Jaime Olleros (pictured right), managing partner of Andersen Tax & Legal in Spain, states that the
incorporation of Miguel Blasco is "of great value for the tax area of the firm, which continues to rely
on professionals with extensive experience and great specialisation to offer a service of the highest
quality both in our country and in the international project".


